There are many methods to optimize the installation of service search algorithm optimized for testing optimization problem . In Model Predictive Control, when dealing with the binding conditions attached to the nonlinear programming to plan is often used to test optimization problems like: QP, SQP, interior point, or GA. This paper used Modified Genetic Algorithm (MGA) to solve optimization problems via compromise between weight matrixes in the cost function subject to twin rotor MIMO system (TRMS) to select the set of values that track the reference signal and meet the output signal of the sticky options satisfying the conditions.
search methods (according to the derivative and climbing hills) could not be performed. The approach through the derivative (slope gradient is 0 in all directions) requires that the objective function must be continuous. This is similar to the strategy of "climbing the hill", looking in the direction of the slope as possible. Besides, both of which involve the local localized, if having the objective function with a steep slope, it is difficult to "climb" up to the peak. Moreover, even if we have found the global extreme, search procedure will end and ignore the global extreme.
The derivative method must be based on the exists of derivative, the search space must be constant, not too complicated functions and have limited slope. The approach based on listed method requires the finite search space requirements as it searches the value of the objective function at every point in the search space. The random search methods will retain the best points to overcome the shortcomings of the two above approaches, but it is inefficient as the search duration can be very long [4] .
In particular, genetic algorithms can be used to solve optimization problems and compromise between the weight matrixes in order to select the set of values to get desired output.
Mathematical model of the TRMS
The TRMS was given in figure 1 The TRMS is a bilinear system with two inputs and two outputs. State variables, inputs, outputs, respectively are:
where: 
Installation of nonlinear model predictive control for the TRMS
Based on mathematical models of the above TRMS, in this part, the authors will present the installation of the constraint system applied to TRMS system which uses modified genetic algorithms (MGA).
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Considering the constant bilinear system model as follows:
If that model is rewritten by sampling signals with sampling cycle T and approximations for the derivative formula is used, we have
A uncontinuous model is found:
where:
Hence, we get the predictive model for bilinear systems throughout the current predictive window
Block of predictive model
Through regression calculations by the predictive model (8) as follows:
and ˆ(
It will be modified through a range of the predictive output values which are in the current predictive window
of the system at the time of k (it is made by using sensors measurement or observe, ˆ only depends on ˆ:
Constructing the objective function
If we exchange the given relationship in the formula (9): 
just depends on ˆ. Therefore, when we use more symbols:
where "col" is column The corresponding objective function for TRMS system will be:
Constraints conditions
In case there are the constraints conditions, the algorithm is installed:
min max 
Installing Modified Gennetic Algorithms for the TRMS
Modified Gennetic Algorithms include the following steps [4]:
Step 1: Assign each solution a symbol and initialize the chromosome population. Select the model for the solution of the problem.
Step 2: Finding the adaptive function and determine the adaptive value of each chromosome. Calculate adaptation coefficients for new members to later remove inappropriate members in the population.
Step 3: Evaluate convergence after each generation. If convergence then stop the program. If you have not found the optimal solution, then step 4.
Step 4: Copy the chromosomes based on their adaptive value (reproduction) and create new chromosomes by genetic (hybrid or mutant) operations then return to step 2 to Identify the adaptive values of the new population.
A method to solve optimization problem in model predictive control
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The general Modified Gennetic Algorithm structure was given in figure 2.
Figure 2:
The general Modified Gennetic Algorithm structure
Simulation results
Installing the predictive controller for the TRMS which uses modified genetic algorithms brings the results from the Figure 3 to Figure 4 The objective function of the TRMS has the weight matrix (13) as follows: 
Conclusions
In the Model Predictive Control, it is very important to choose the appropriate set of weight matrix. It depends on the requirements for the quality of the control object to priorly select a certain weight matrix. According to [3] , the bigger j R is , the more easily the constraint conditions are satisfied and the larger i Q is , the more easily quality achieves. Never do both parameter matrixes , ij QR increase or decrease in a pitch of the predictive window. Therefore, when there are the conflicting objectives, we need to have a solution of "compromise" among the objectives to flighty select the most appropriate objective function. When using MGA, to solve multi-objective optimation problem, the authors have selected the appropriate parameters but calculated offline and this took long computation time. Therefore, the selection of new optimal algorithms which improves computation time, finds a solution to the optimation problem and over-
